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Abstract

Background—Release for full activity and return to sport after anterior cruciate ligament

reconstruction (ACLR) is often dictated by time from surgery and subjective opinion by the

medical team. Temporal guidelines for return to sport may not accurately identify impaired

strength and neuromuscular control, which are associated with increased risk for second injury

(contralateral and/or ipsilateral limb) after ACLR in athletes.

Hypotheses—Athletes undergoing ACLR and returning to sport would demonstrate functional

deficits that would not be associated with time from surgery.

Study Design—Controlled laboratory study.

Methods—Thirty-three male (n = 10) and female (n = 23) athletes with unilateral ACLR, who

were cleared by a physician to return to their sport after surgery and rehabilitation, performed the

single-legged vertical hop test for 10 seconds on a portable force plate. Matched teammates of

each patient were recruited to serve as sex-, sport-, and age-matched controls (CTRL; n = 67).

Maximum vertical ground-reaction force (VGRF) was measured during each single-limb landing.

Single-limb symmetry index (LSI) was calculated as the ratio of the involved divided by

uninvolved limb, expressed as a percentage.

Results—The single-limb vertical jump height LSI was reduced in the ACLR group, 89% (95%

confidence interval [CI], 83%–95%), compared with the matched CTRL group, 101% (95% CI,

96%–105%; P<.01). The LSI for VGRF normalized to potential energy achieved during flight of

the hop was increased in ACLR at 112% (95% CI, 106%–117%) relative to the CTRL group at

102% (95% CI, 98%–106%; P<.01). Linear regression analysis indicated that time from surgery

was not associated with limb symmetry deficits in the ACLR group (P >.05; R2 = .002–.01).

Conclusion—Deficits in unilateral force development (vertical jump height) and absorption

(normalized VGRF) persist in an athlete’s single-limb performance after ACLR and full return to

sports. These symmetry deficits appear to be independent of time after reconstruction.

Clinical Relevance—On the basis of these results, clinicians should consider assessment of

single-limb power performance in the decision-making process for return-to-sport release.

Persistent side-to-side asymmetries may increase the risk of contralateral and/or ipsilateral injury.

Keywords

ACL reinjury; anterior cruciate ligament injury risk factors; targeted neuromuscular training; knee
injury prevention; clinical assessment tools; sports reentry; knee rehabilitation; lower extremity
biomechanics

The “release for full activity” or the determination of “return to sport” (RTS) is a potentially

sensitive landmark for the athlete who has a strong desire to return to immediate high-level

sports participation after anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction (ACLR). This is in part

due to accelerated rehabilitation, decreased activity restrictions, or a combination of both

from the treating clinicians. These factors, combined with the athlete’s increased confidence

in his or her ability gained from improved function and a concomitant decrease in pain

during and after sports-related activities, can strongly influence RTS decision making. The

determination of accelerated RTS may be heightened with pressure from coaches, parents,
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and/or teammates to meet specific sport timelines. In addition, during the advanced phases

of rehabilitation, there is often a gap between the athlete’s perceived versus actual sports

readiness, as subjective scores do not always correlate with quantified function and strength

scores in athletes with ACL injuries and reconstructions.23,24,31 Return to sport The

American Journal of after ACLR unfortunately involves an elevated risk of second ACL

injury.13,33 Specifically, incidence of graft failure or injury to the contralateral knee may

exceed 20% in young athletes who return to competitive activities.29,32 However, athletes

who demonstrate limb symmetry during high-level sports activities before sports

reintegration after ACL reconstruction may significantly reduce their potential for future

ACL injury.16,28,29,34

A recent systematic review was employed to ascertain the factors used to determine return to

unrestricted sports activities after ACLR.2 Of the 264 studies that met the inclusion for this

investigation, 60% indicated the amount of time postoperatively as at least a part of the

patient’s criteria for return to sports activities, and one-third of the investigations reported

time from surgery as the only determinant for RTS decision making. Forty of the 264

investigations employed postoperative time combined with subjective criteria for RTS

decision making. Unfortunately, only 13% of the studies evaluated indicated objective

criteria as a required marker for RTS.2 Although the literature provides strong support for

the use of functional performance to guide decision making, release to full activity and RTS

are often influenced by temporal guidelines based on time from surgery and medical team

opinion.2,17 These factors can be strongly influenced by the athlete’s confidence level or

desire to reintegrate back into sport. Without the use of objective measures that identify

potential deficits, it may be difficult for clinicians to justify sport restriction and the

associated limitations or address any lasting impairments related to the initial ACL injury or

reconstruction. Residual strength and proprioceptive deficits may limit an athlete’s ability to

reacquire sports skills and may also subsequently increase his or her risk of reinjury.22,27–29

Specific progressive guidelines, based on objective measures, can provide a goal-oriented

rehabilitation process that may be an appealing approach for athletes.5,17,20,21

Isolated time-driven guidelines in the late phases of training before RTS, particularly in

cases when athletes progress to unrestricted activity, are counterintuitive as this is the time

frame when athletes begin to expose the lower extremity to forces and motions that can

highly load the knee and reconstructed graft.4,9,16,19,25 Although strength recovery is highly

variable in athletes between 3 and 11 months after ACLR,35 significant deficits often remain

in muscle strength, motor coordination, and proprioception that are independent of surgical

method at 1-year follow-up.39 Often, athletes released for unrestricted activity may be

prepared to begin more functional training to better prepare for sport reintegration.

However, they may demonstrate deficits that limit their potential for safe integration into

full competitive sports.28,29,39,40 Residual biomechanical and neuromuscular deficits can

increase reinjury risk during early sports reintegration.7,16,26,28

Regardless of the graft type chosen, there is a broad range (12 weeks to 12 months) of

temporal criteria used to determine safe return to unrestricted activity.2 Late-phase

rehabilitation and RTS training that is organized to meet predetermined objective guidelines

(functional performance, strength, flexibility, postural stability, and fear of reinjury
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measures), combined with time-driven guidelines based on healing and maturation of tissue,

may help to systematically transition the athlete with a reconstructed ACL through RTS

training in a safe and efficacious manner.2,17,20,21,29 Efforts to employ combined functional

criteria landmarks, as opposed to isolated temporal-driven landmarks, may help athletes to

develop bilateral symmetry and a dynamically functional lower extremity that is prepared to

safely respond to the high joint forces and torques generated during sports.2,17 The purpose

of this study was to evaluate the association of time from surgery with performance on high-

level coordinative power measures in athletes following ACLR and RTS activities. We

hypothesized that athletes after ACLR and RTS would demonstrate measurable involved

limb performance and force absorption deficits during a single-legged vertical power test

that would be independent of time from surgery.

METHODS

Participant Characteristics

Informed written consent was obtained from all participants (legal guardian if younger than

18 years) and approved by the institutional review board. A total of 33 athletes after ACLR

agreed to participate in this study. There were 10 male patients and 23 female patients. Ages

ranged from 15.4 to 19.4 years (average, 17.4 years). The participants’ height ranged from

161.5 to 180.1 cm, and mass ranged from 56.2 to 93 kg. They were a mean of 9.7 months

from surgery (range, 8.2–11.3 months). Every participant had returned to his or her

respective sport (basketball, volleyball, football, soccer, softball, track and field) before

testing. Each participant brought 1 to 3 teammates to serve as sex-, sport-, and age-matched

controls (CTRL; n = 67). A questionnaire was used to determine history of knee injury and

was corroborated with a personal interview with the investigator. Concomitant injuries (eg,

meniscal, other ligamentous, chondral) and specifics regarding surgical procedure (eg, graft

type) were documented from the interview but were not further analyzed in this study.

Anterior-posterior tibiofemoral translation was quantified using the CompuKT knee

arthrometer (Medmetric Corp, San Diego, California) to measure total anteriorposterior

displacement of the tibia relative to the secured femur. During the measurement, each leg

was placed on the adjustable thigh support with the knee stabilized at 20° to 35° of knee

flexion. The arthrometer was secured to the shank such that the patellar sensor pad was

rested on the patella with the knee joint line reference mark on the CompuKT aligned with

the participant’s joint line. The ankle and foot were stabilized to limit leg rotation. The tester

provided posterior and anterior (±134 N) pressure on an axis perpendicular to the tibia. Total

displacement (in millimeters) was plotted on the computer and recorded.

Data Collection

The investigators determined leg dominance by asking participants which leg they would

use to kick a ball as far as possible.10,11 For the vertical single-limb hop (VSH) test, each

athlete was instructed to jump as high as he or she could on one leg, land under control,

recover his or her balance, and repeat vertical hopping for 10 seconds. The within-session

intraclass reliability of single-leg force production and force attenuation measures using the

described testing methods have demonstrated high reliability (≥0.97).14 A counterbalanced
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testing order was used to eliminate any potential order or learning effect, and each athlete

was given 3 practice trials before data acquisition. One successful test trial was recorded for

the matched nondominant/injured and dominant/noninjured lower extremity limbs. The test

trial was repeated if the athlete placed the contralateral foot onto the force plate and/or

landed outside the dimensions of the force plate. If a task was not performed according to

instructions or data were unable to be recorded, the participant immediately stopped and

rested. The participants in both groups were athletes involved in running and cutting sports

with previous experience performing activities similar to the demands of the tasks used for

testing. Accordingly, proper test performance was most often obtained after only 1 practice

trial by each participant. After each successful test, participants were given a minimum of 2

minutes of rest and were encouraged to wait until they achieved full recovery before testing

the opposite limb (Figure 1). During the VSH test, vertical ground-reaction force was

measured using a portable force plate (Accupower; AMTI, Watertown, Massachusetts) with

dimensions of 76 × 102 × 12 cm (length × width × height). The measurements were sampled

at 400 Hz as described by previous investigators.14

Data Management

Raw vertical ground-reaction force data were filtered with a generalized cross-validation

spline using a 50-Hz cutoff frequency. Peak vertical ground-reaction force (VGRF) during

the landing phase (first 250 ms) was calculated for each jump. Vertical jump height (=

½g(t/2)2, where g = 9.81 m/s2 and t = time in seconds in the air) and potential energy were

also calculated from the flight phase before each landing. Potential energy was operationally

defined as energy derived from the product of mass of the participant (in kilograms),

gravitational acceleration of the Earth (9.81 m/s2), and single-legged jump height (in

meters).36 Normalized VGRF was expressed as maximum VGRF divided by potential

energy, and normalized force-loading rate was expressed as normalized VGRF (in Newton/

joules [N/J]) divided by the time to peak landing force(s). Although no clear gold standard

for normalization of maximum vertical ground-reaction force currently exists, previous

investigations assessing maximum vertical ground-reaction force of participants during

landings have generally used subject mass in normalization procedures.6,8,15,18,30,41

Because of the potential for limb-to-limb differences in vertical jump height and variability

of jump height between repetitions, the current investigation selected potential energy as the

preferred normalization factor for limb symmetry calculations. For each measurement, a

limb symmetry index (LSI) was calculated as the ratio of the involved or nondominant limb

divided by the uninvolved or dominant limb for ACLR and CTRL patients, respectively.

The LSI is a percentage, with 100% being complete symmetry between the 2 limbs.

Statistics

A mixed-model repeated-measure analysis of variance (side × group) was used to determine

significant interactions of involved limb deficits. A 1-way between-groups multivariate

analysis of variance was employed to investigate differences between groups (ACLR vs

CTRL) in LSI measures for vertical jump height, landing VGRF, and normalized VGRF.

Effect size was calculated for each measurement in addition to P values with a priori α

established at .05. Linear regression analyses were used to evaluate the association of time

from surgery to identified performance deficits during the VSH test.
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RESULTS

In the ACLR cohort, each participant had returned to his or her respective sport before

testing with a mean of 9.7 months from surgery (95% confidence interval [CI], 8.2–11.3

months) and at the time of testing reported functional stability without giving-way episodes.

For the ACLR group, the mean side-to-side difference in anterior knee laxity was 3.7 ± 2.4

mm measured at 134 N and 2.6 ± 2.0 mm measured at 89 N of force. Importantly, linear

regression analysis indicated that time from surgery was not a significant determinant of

absolute limb asymmetry differences (P >.05; R2 = .002–.01). Figures 2 and 3 present the

lack of association of deficits in the ACLR group’s involved limb to generate force (vertical

jump height; Figure 2) and absorb forces (normalized VGRF; Figure 3) relative to the time

from surgical reconstruction.

Group comparisons for the VSH test results demonstrated significant interactions for deficits

in force generation (vertical jump) and normalized force absorption in the involved limb of

the ACLR group (P<.05). This was demonstrated by a significant difference in LSI

compared with CTRL for all measurements. The single-limb vertical jump height LSI was

lower in the ACLR group (89%; 95% CI, 83%–95%) in comparison with the CTRL group

(101%; 95% CI, 96%–105%; P<.01, large effect size). Peak vertical ground-reaction force

LSI during landing in the ACLR group was 95% (95% CI, 90%–100%), which was

marginally reduced compared with the CTRL group (102%; 95% CI, 98%–106%; P < .05

and a moderate effect). Interestingly, the LSI for VGRF when normalized to potential

energy was also significantly different between groups, but with the ACLR group

demonstrating increased relative load in the involved limb with an LSI of 112% (95% CI,

106%–117%) compared with CTRL, which had 102% (95% CI, 98%–106%) and a small to

moderate effect size for group differences. Figure 4 provides a pictorial representation of the

reduced ability of the participants in the ACLR group’s involved limb to generate force

(vertical jump height) in combination with a reduced ability to absorb forces (normalized

VGRF) relative to the uninvolved limb.

DISCUSSION

Large-scale epidemiological analyses indicate that 2 years after ACLR, there is only a 3%

risk of ipsilateral reinjury and a 3% risk of contralateral ACL injury when new surgery is

used as the primary outcome variable.37 At 5 years’ follow-up after ACLR, the contralateral

knee (11.8%) has double the risk of injury compared with ACL graft rupture in the

ipsilateral knee (5.8%), whereas the relative risk of reinjury is still relatively low over the

extended time period in older and less active populations relative to the current cohort.38 Of

importance, epidemiological data from highly active cohorts who actually return to sports

activities exceed 20% second injury rates in just the first year after RTS.28,32 Based on this

large discrepancy for reinjury between young athletic populations and older general

populations after ACLR, it is critical to develop specific, objective evidence-based

guidelines and population-specific risk analyses to drive rehabilitation and RTS decision

making for highly active populations. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the

association of time from surgery with high-level functional coordinative power (function

that requires multijoint coordination of strength, balance, and proprioception to optimize
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power output) measures specific to young athletes after ACLR and RTS activities. We

hypothesized that athletes after ACLR and RTS would demonstrate measurable involved

limb performance and force absorption deficits during a single-legged vertical power test

that would be independent of time from surgery.

The current findings revealed that there was significant asymmetry between limbs of the

ACLR group, as shown by their combined reductions in force generation (evidenced by

vertical jump height) and force absorption (evidenced by normalized landing VGRF). In

addition, the reported asymmetry values were significantly different from those of the CTRL

group. The current results indicate that up to 11 months after surgery and after release to

sport, there are still significant deficits between the reconstructed limb and noninjured limb,

as well as significant limb asymmetry compared with noninjured matched controls.

Importantly, these deficits showed no association to the time from surgery in young athletes.

Too often, release for full activity and RTS after ACLR is based on time from surgery and

subjective clinical impression.2 This time frame may be accelerated by an athlete with a

strong desire to reintegrate back into sport. Objective measures that identify deficits during

high-level coordinative tasks may aid clinicians in their justification for sport restrictions

and the associated limitations even after the athlete has reached or passed a time-driven

landmark. In addition, the residual power generation reductions (jump height) in

combination with force absorption deficits (normalized GRF) identified in the current study

may help direct end-stage rehabilitation to address any specific force generation or force

absorption impairments associated with the initial ACL injury or reconstruction.

Quantitative guidelines specific to sports-related power can provide a goal-oriented

rehabilitation process that may be an appealing approach for athletes as opposed to

“waiting” for the time frame they are allowed to return to sport.5,21 Targeted rehabilitation

can also alleviate residual strength and proprioceptive deficits that would limit an athlete’s

ability to reacquire sports skills and may ultimately reduce his or her risk of reinjury.20,29

The goal of the current study was 2-fold. First, we aimed to determine if functional deficits

existed during a demanding motor coordination and power development task in young

athletes. If these deficits were observed, we intended to determine if there was an

association of objectively measurable deficit in athletes who have undergone ACLR to the

time from surgery. We employed the VSH test to quantify potential deficits as prior reports

indicated that single-limb hopping tasks were the most sensitive deficit measures in athletes

at the time of RTS.22 A prior study employed a preexhaustion protocol to evaluate single-

legged hop symmetry values to determine functional deficits in patients after ACLR. Similar

to the current results, functional asymmetries were reported in athletes up to 11 months after

surgery.1 When comparing healthy and ACL-injured individuals, as well as patients with

reconstructed knees, with 5 different hop tests for asymmetry, only 10% of patients had

restored hop performance ability 11 months after the initial ACL injury and 6 months after

ACL reconstruction.12

Although strength recovery is highly variable in adolescent athletes between 3 and 11

months after ACLR,35 the current results indicate that significant deficits remain present in

muscular power and motor coordination, independent of time from surgery in our highly
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active population. Muscular strength and basic functional performance deficits can show

significant improvement during the RTS phase of rehabilitation. However, in higher level

functional tasks that require more coordination and neuromuscular control, similar

adaptations are not consistently identified during this same period.40 Thus, assessment

criteria focused on isolated strength measures that do not include motor coordination and

power development may be inadequate to identify persistent deficits that may increase

reinjury risk in patients who wish to return to competitive sport.40 Objective assessment of

aberrant neuromuscular strategies (asymmetry in measures of functional performance,

strength, flexibility, and/or postural stability) that potentially lead to abnormal loading of the

lower extremity, especially during high-risk single-limb maneuvers such as those used in the

current investigation, could establish a foundation for efficacious RTS rehabilitation

programs for young athletes.

The height jumped during the single-legged hop is indicative of the athlete’s ability to

generate push-off force. The current investigational sample demonstrated a large reduction

in jump height for the involved side. As expected with the reduced height of the jump, the

ACLR patients also showed reduced landing forces (raw VGRF). Interestingly, when the

landing VGRF were normalized to potential energy achieved with each limb, the ACLR

showed increased relative landing force in the involved limb, which may indicate a

mechanism in which the deficits after ACLR may further exacerbate the reinjury risk. This

combination of deficits evidenced during jump performance and landing coordination may

indicate that the ACLR limb is insufficiently prepared to generate and handle forces needed

to protect the passive knee structures during sport. These structures, possibly including the

newly reconstructed ACL, which is structurally weakened relative to the native tissue, may

be unable to withstand the potential for increased relative load, thus putting athletes after

ACLR at increased risk for reinjury.3,29 Thus, late-phase rehabilitation and RTS training

may be best when organized to meet predetermined objective guidelines, such as symmetry

measures of functional performance, strength, flexibility, and postural stability, combined

with time-driven guidelines based on healing and maturation of tissue, which may ultimately

help provide the best approach to safely transition the athlete through RTS phases.2,17,21

Prior investigations have used high-tech biomechanical laboratories to identify

proprioceptive and functional deficits that place patients at risk for initial ACL injury and

that are likely persistent after ACL reconstruction, increasing the athlete’s risk for

subsequent injury.16,29 The present study took advantage of a portable force plate to

establish deficits during a high-level task. The portability of these measures may increase

the clinical utility of late-phase rehabilitation guidelines driven to prevent risk of secondary

ACL injury. However, future work is needed to establish this linkage between the current

measures and sport-specific risk of secondary injury.29 In addition, although there are prior

reports of unilateral deficits related to second injury risk in individuals after ACL

reconstruction and RTS, they may not be as easily evident during bipedal performance or

during modified versions of double-limb performance activities. Isolation of the involved

limb with unilateral hopping tasks has been suggested to identify performance deficits in

running and cutting sport athletes.22 Although correction of side-to-side asymmetry is

achieved with integrated neuromuscular training in healthy populations, future work is
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needed to determine the potential to modify residual force production and absorption

asymmetries in patients after ACLR using similar targeted neuromuscular training programs.

Limitations

There are potential limitations to the current investigation to consider when applying these

results in a clinical setting. First, maximum effort could not be verified during VSH. This

limitation was partially minimized by continuous encouragement provided to the

participants during testing and further minimized by reduction and analysis of force peaks

that achieved at least 70% of the maximum VGRF in the 10-second trial. In addition,

participants performed VSH in variable athletic footwear. Shoe type could potentially have

an effect on neuromuscular control during the landing phase of VSH, which has been

designated as a critical period when noncontact knee injuries are considered to occur.10

Although shoe types varied among participants, they all consisted of rubber outsoles

manufactured for athletic performance. Finally, this study focuses on young, highly active

athletes; practitioners should be conservative if they choose to generalize the current results

to patient populations who are not young athletes. However, we included all young athletes

from a variety of surgeons using various surgical reconstruction techniques and

rehabilitation protocols that aid in the generalizability of the current results to similar

populations. In addition, previous reports indicate that muscle strength, motor coordination,

and proprioception recovery are often independent of surgical method at 1-year follow-up,

which also aid in the generalizability of the current results.39 The authors also acknowledge

the potential for type II error due to the small sample size, but given the very low, strongest

association between day from surgery and vertical jump height (correlation of 0.01), which

would require more than 600 participants to be statistically significant, it is very unlikely

that the reported lack of association from time from surgery is affected by β error. In

addition, the range of days since surgery is 100 to 700, which may further diminish concerns

for errors in the reported lack of association between time from surgery and functional

deficits.

CONCLUSION

The results of the current investigation indicate that young athletes assessed after medical

release and RTS activity demonstrate measurable functional deficits after ACLR that are

independent of time from surgery. This finding is important as the exclusive use of temporal

guidelines by clinicians may be an inaccurate scale to measure readiness to safely return to

sport when in fact neuromuscular deficits with high-risk maneuvers persist. Our study

emphasizes the need to use objective tools that are sensitive to limb-to-limb deficits and to

develop rehabilitation protocols that are targeted to eliminate limb asymmetries. The current

results indicate that objective methods can be used to quantify the resolution of these

deficits. Late-phase rehabilitation and RTS training that is organized to meet predetermined

objective guidelines, combined with time-driven guidelines based on healing and maturation

of tissue, may help to systematically transition the athlete with a reconstructed ACL through

RTS. This approach may help an athlete develop bilateral symmetry and a dynamically

functional lower extremity that is prepared to safely respond to the extreme forces generated

and absorbed during sports. In addition, an objective late-phase rehabilitation program that
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is focused on symmetry restoration may reduce the athlete’s risk of reinjury and optimally

prepare him or her to meet, and potentially exceed, preinjury performance levels.
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Figure 1.
Participant performing vertical single-legged hop test.
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Figure 2.
Association of limb-to-limb (uninvolved – involved) deficits for vertical jump height with

time from surgery. CM, centimeter.
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Figure 3.
Association of limb-to-limb (uninvolved – involved) deficits for normalized vertical ground-

reaction force (VGRF) during single-legged landing with time from surgery.
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Figure 4.
Mean and standard error of the mean for limb symmetry index (in percentages) for the

anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction (ACLR) group compared with the control (CTRL)

group for vertical jump height and normalized vertical ground-reaction force (VGRF) during

single-legged landing.
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